
 
 

Karen Taylor-Good “On Angel’s Wings” Insight Publications 
 
Before I review this book/CD release, I’d like to share with you the first occasion I heard Karen Taylor 
Good’s music. This is what I recall……I can tell you for definite it was a Saturday afternoon, the 23rd May 
1992 to be precise. The location was the main-stage area on the Quiet Valley Ranch, home to the 
Kerrville Folk Festival. It was darned hot - Texas hot - being a white skinned Brit I clearly remember that. 
Stage left sat the judges for that year’s New Folk Songwriting Competition. Left to right, respectively 
Steve Key, Christine Albert and Rod MacDonald. Performer # 13 of 20 that afternoon – lucky draw huh? 
– stepped on to the stage somewhere around 3.00pm. For the life me I can’t recall the title of the first 
song, but it wasn’t a clunker. Performed while playing the festival’s grand piano, the second song “The 
OBG Why Me Blues” – a sassy number in which the narrator, a woman, recalls a gynaecological 
examination - reduced the audience to tears. I mean those tears of joy that come when your sides ache 
with laughter. The roller coaster ride had begun. The third song had a similar effect on the audience, but 
on that occasion they were tears of [familiar] sadness drawn by the memory of losing someone dear. 
Just short of two years later the latter song peaked at # 3 on the Billboard Country Singles Chart. The 
performer on that occasion was Patty Loveless. The performer on that hot May 1992 afternoon was 
Karen Taylor-Good. Some 30 hours later - another 20 New Folk hopefuls performed on the Sunday 
afternoon – Karen was rightfully declared one of that year’s half-dozen contest winners. Rod MacDonald 
was wearing sunglasses and although, following Karen’s third song, my eyes were filled with tears I 
recall him lifting those shades and wiping his hand across his face. Christine Albert leaned toward him 
and said something. “Are you OK?” was what Rod told me later that day. Sat in the audience, relative to 
our immediate neighbour, it was a question we were all asking at that moment. Those of lucky enough, 
and foolhardy enough, to be there that May afternoon in Texas had just experienced a rather special 
communion.             
 
Communion is a good word, and in many ways it helps to describe Karen’s music. This El Paso born and 
bred singer has had numerous careers associated with music. Initially a much sought after jingle singer, 
she tried out as a Nashville recording artist during the early eighties, but then, withdrawing to the back 
room, began writing songs that, eventually, other artists would cover. Subjectively, lyrically, as the years 
have passed her lyrics have became increasingly spiritual in nature, sufficient that in addition to being a 
composer Karen began exploring the world of inspirational speaking. On the IFCO web site Karen 
describes writing and recording “On Angel’s Wings” – the book/CD combo first appeared in the public 
domain in 2003 – as her “greatest career achievement.” In terms of the latter statement, Taylor Good is 
not blowing her own trumpet she is merely being honest.       
 
“On Angel’s Wings,” the book, is 114 pages long, and individual chapters have been constructed to 
support each of the fourteen songs that appear on the accompanying CD. When I say ‘constructed,’ 
what I mean is, Taylor-Good has written narratives that draw on events from her own life that underline 
the ‘inspiration’ and therefore the song’s ‘message.’ The CD is by way of a compilation, the songs having 
appeared on previous Taylor-Good releases – well almost! Respectively, in terms of source and age, 
there’s one cut each from “One Mile Apart” [1994] and “Still Small Voice” [1996], three from “Healing 
In The Hands Of Time” [1997] including the album title cut, which, fittingly, closes this collection. 
“Perfect Work Of Art” [1999] furnishes five cuts, while there’s a trio from “Kinder” [2001]. To the best 
of my knowledge, the penultimate number “Life Is Good” is previously unreleased.  
 
Karen’s lyrical focus is ‘surviving/dealing with’ day-to-day life, either on a personal basis, or related to 
family members or friends. For instance, growing up, growing old and dealing with mortality [“On Angel’s 



Wings” and “How Can I Help You Say Goodbye”], the death of a [much loved] child [“Precious Child”], 
teenagers who have ‘jumped the rails’ [“Heart Of My Heart [Where Did You Go?]”], child abuse [“The 
Eleventh Commandment”], being free of prejudice relative to colour, creed, orientation and more 
[“Kinder”], displaying emotion in front of others [“Real Men Cry”], being genuine [“Real”] and more.  
 
Hopefully, one day, I’ll lean against the counter at St. Peter’s Bar. While running the risk of becoming a 
bore, I’ll regale the customers with my recollections of a day I will never forget. The day I first heard 
Karen Taylor Good’s songs. If you haven’t yet experienced them, I suggest you remedy your 
omission………..and soon. With “On Angel’s Wings” Karen has created a multi-media package that 
delivers her message with focus and passion.    
 
Folkwax Score 8 out of 10 
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